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wonderful occasion which we will ＿＿＿for many years to come.

(05/6)A) conceive B) clutch C) contrive D) cherish2. Most

mathematicians trust their ________ in solving problems and readily

admit they would not be able to function without it. (05/1)A)

conception B) perception C) intuition D) cognition3. Our reporter

has just called to say that rescue teams will ____ to bring out the

trapped miners.(03/12)A) effect B) affect C) conceive D) endeavor4.

To ______ is to save and protect, to leave what we ourselves enjoyin

such goodcondition that others may also share the

enjoyment.(01/1)A) conserve B) conceive C) convert D) contrive5.

It is difficult to _______of a plan to end poverty.(00/1)A) speculate

B) conceive C) ponder D) reckon6. By signing the lease we made a

_______ to pay a rent of $ 150 a week. (99/6)A) conception B)

commission C) commitment D) confinementCompliment(4次)1.

The bank is offering a ________ to anyone who can give

information about the robbery. (04/6)A) reward B) bonus C) prize

D) compliment2. Despite almost universal ________ of the vital

importance of women’s literacy, education remains a dream for far

too many women in far too many countries of the world.

(01/6)A)identification B)compliment C)confession

D)acknowledgement 注：上一期最后一个词Contamination少写

了一句话，即下面这道题：3. Movie directors use music to



_______ the action on the screen. (98/6)A) contaminate B)

compliment C) contemplate D) complement4. To ____ for his

unpleasant experiences he drank a little more than was good for him.

(98/1)A) commence B) compromise C) compensate D)

complimentConfine(4次)1. Police and villagers unanimously __the

forest fire to thunder and lightning. (05/12)A) ascribed B)

approached C) confined D) confirmed2. All the students have to

______to the rules and regulations of the school.(01/1)A) confirm

B) confront C) confine D) conform3. By signing the lease we made a

_______ to pay a rent of $ 150 a week. (99/6)A) conception B)

commission C) commitment D) confinement4. The vast majority of

people in any given culture will _____to the established standards of

that culture. (98/1)A) confine B) conform C) confront D)

confirmCumulative(3次)1. Depression is often caused by the

________ effects of stress and overwork. (02/1)A) total B) increased

C) terrific D) cumulative 2. Hurricanes are killer winds, and their

________ power liesin the physical damagethey can do.(01/1)A)

cumulative B) destructive C) turbulent D) prevalent3. Improved

consumer confidence is ________ to an economic

recovery.(00/1)A) crucial B) subordinate C) cumulative D)

satisfactoryContext(2次)1. We are doing this work in the

_________ of reforms in the economic, social and cultural spheres.

(02/1)A) context B) contest C) pretext D) texture2. They had fierce

__________ as to whether their company should restore the trade

relationship which was broken years ago. (97/1)A) debate B) clash

C) disagreement D) context 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题
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